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This paper demonstrates a dynamic, collaborative, and dialogic strategy for guiding students (and ex-
perienced researcher teams) through rudimentary forms of visual analysis using draw-and-write datasets.
The approach identifies five sequential stages of the visual analysis process and further delineates twenty
activities therein. Akin to the instructional “calls” spoken during square dancing, a leader with a script
verbally prompts participants through a series of observational and analytical exercises and poses discus-
sion questions along the way. The interactive experience unfolds stepwise and engenders in participants
a feeling of intimacy with the images; introduces an array of analytical lenses; gives rise to discoveries
about the concept being studied visually; kindles esprit de corps; and is fun. To encourage the adoption of
this approach – called (i)Square Dancing – a blueprint for a student-geared, draw-and-write study and the
leader’s script are provided for educators and scholars alike to borrow and customize to their own courses,
research questions, and disciplines.
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1. Introduction

In an encouraging voice, an instructor says to her students, “Here we go! Everyone
please stand up and gather in a circle around the table about an arm’s length apart
from each other. Slowly, take one step to the left so that your entire group moves
together in a clockwise direction. Continue stepping to the left until everyone in the
group has travelled full circle. While doing so gaze across the display of drawings
. . . ”

At first, a reader might think the people referred to above are engaged in a varia-
tion of square dancing, a traditional form of dance in which groups of dancers are
prompted by a ‘caller’ through a sequence of steps in time to music. However, the
last sentence with its cue to “gaze across the display of drawings . . . ” reveals that
this is actually an exercise in observation. In fact, the ‘dancers’ are graduate students
from the Faculty of Information, University of Toronto and they are being directed
by their professor to look systematically at more than 150 drawings of information
on small squares of paper – coined iSquares – produced through the draw-and-write
technique.
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2. The draw-and-write technique

The draw-and-write technique [36] is an empirical, arts-informed [8] visual data
gathering method that is gaining popularity across the social sciences. It is used to
evoke a visual expression of a concept by asking informants to draw that concept and
then answer questions about their drawing. The process generates a visual and tex-
tual dataset that can be analyzed in myriad ways [22]. The draw-and-write technique
has been used to elicit a fresh perspective on concepts such as celebrity [13], teach-
ers [43], women’s illnesses [17], and energy [4] to name a few exemplar studies. Like
any method, the draw-and-write technique has both strengths and limitations (see [1]
for critical views) which will not be presented here.

3. The iSquare research program

The iSquare Research Program (www.iSquares.info) is a draw-and-write study
launched in 2011 in the field of information science. Its goal is to contribute an
alternative visual conception of the central concept within information science – in-
formation – and to explore how populations envision that concept differently. The
iSquare study has refined a version of the draw-and-write technique in which in-
formants are allowed 7 minutes to answer the question “What is information?” by
drawing with a black pen on a small (4” by 4”) piece of cardstock and then writing a
short caption for the picture on the reverse side. This iSquare protocol [24] is conve-
nient and inexpensive to implement, and can generate a compact yet evocative visual
and textual dataset that lends itself to manipulation and display. To date, more than
3,000 iSquares have been collected from 12 countries [21], many academic disci-
plines, and the general public; results have been reported in the information science
literature [18–21,25] and visual research journals [22]. A portion of the iSquare cor-
pus can be seen online at www.iSquares.info.

4. Pedagogical applications of the draw-and-write technique

In addition to its application as a visual research method, the draw-and-write tech-
nique can also stimulate reflection and conversation in a classroom setting [19]. In
the most basic application, students can be treated as the drawers-and-writers to pro-
duce a set of drawings and then discuss their pictures with peers. This activity works
especially well at the start of a semester as a social ice-breaker and means to intro-
duce any important concept.

In a more advanced pedagogical manifestation, the draw-and-write technique can
function as an assignment in which students conduct original visual research within
teams, as shown in Fig. 1. In most cases, this will require an ethical protocol, which
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Fig. 1. Doctoral students at the Faculty of Information, University of Toronto examine for the first time
their drawings of information collected through the iSquare protocol version of the draw-and-write tech-
nique.

can be administrated by the instructor in advance. At the beginning of the assign-
ment, students select or are assigned a concept to study and are trained in the iSquare
protocol version of the draw-and-write technique. Next, they collect drawings from
a target population, organize the shared dataset, perform visual analysis [22,39], and
present results as an essay or artwork [23]. For three consecutive years, the authors of
this paper have included the assignment, called the Visual Research Project (VRP),
in introductory courses of a Master of Information program. The concepts drawn
in the VRP have been “information”, “Internet”, and “librarian”. A detailed handout
for the VRP assignment as well as instructions, scripts, and templates for the iSquare
protocol (http://www.isquares.info/education.html.) are here shared to facilitate up-
take of the draw-and-write technique and the (i)Square Dancing component.

5. (i)Square dancing

The VRP assignment gives students hands-on experience with the complete em-
pirical research cycle. After students learn to gather drawings, the most intimidating
step for many is visual data analysis as students in the social sciences typically do
not know what it means to analyze visual data. (i)Square Dancing was invented and
refined by the authors to ease trepidatious learners into that very process. The exer-
cise is dynamic because the students and visual data are sometimes in motion. Be-
cause participants work together in teams, it is collaborative. The process is dialogic
and unfolds through a spoken script with discussion questions. (i)Square Dancing is
multidisciplinary and epistemologically agnostic by design; ideas from visual stud-
ies, drawing studies, cognitive linguistics, and education, among other fields, are
represented. Rather than performing as a singular and comprehensive means to ana-
lyze draw-and-write data, the process resembles a tasting menu in which a variety of
conceptual instruments are tested in bite-sized and easily digestible portions.
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Table 1
(i)Square Dancing is organized as five sequential stages of visual analysis (left column) and twenty asso-
ciated classroom activities (right column), which are denoted as a-t in the alphabet

Stages of visual analysis Activities
Getting started (Operational tasks that are neces-
sary to get the collaborative visual analysis process
underway.)

a. Introductions and naming a team
b. Setting up the visual data

Just for fun (Easy, enjoyable activities that help
participants become familiar and personally en-
gaged with the visual data.)

c. Discovering a favorite
d. “I spy . . . ”

The basics (Orienting activities that introduce ba-
sic principles of visual analysis and provide insight
into drawings.)

e. The graphic space [10]
f. Composite graphic objects, sub-objects, and el-

ementary graphic objects [10]
g. Three sites of analysis [39]∗

h. The epistemological spectrum [37]∗

i. Writing versus drawing.
j. Iconoclastic drawing [45]
k. Retrograde drawing [45]

Analytical strategies (Different ways to generate
explanation, understanding, or interpretation of the
corpus.)

l. Deductive analysis∗ [35]
m. Inductive analysis∗ [35]
n. Pictorial metaphor analysis [11]
o. Storytelling [27]
p. Your turn

Critical reflections on the method (Important
methodological considerations about the draw-
and-write technique and awareness of the effect of
the researcher on the analytical process.)

q. Defiant responses [2,31,38]
r. Validity [44]
s. Reflexivity [3]
t. The value of visual research [42]

The five aspects are ordered as they typically unfold in the research process. ∗These activities that are
geared to more advanced participants who have some familiarity with principles of qualitative research.

Practically speaking, (i)Square Dancing lasts between 30–90 minutes of class
time, depending on the instructor’s pacing, and covers five broad stages of analy-
sis through twenty activities, shown in Table 1. The leader, presumably the course
instructor, can pick and choose the activities from Table 1 that align with their grade
level, course, and discipline (activities that suit experienced student-researchers or
doctoral students are indicated with ∗ in the table).

In advance, students should be assembled into teams of 8–12 people; one large ta-
ble is needed per group; a visual dataset of drawings (ideally between 30–150 draw-
ings per team) must be on hand. The (i)Square Dancing script begins below.

6. The iSquare dancing script

6.1. Getting started: Introductions and naming a team

“Today we will do a visual analysis exercise. The goal is to help you become famil-
iar with your visual data and to experience several forms of visual analysis. Please
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follow my spoken instructions throughout the activity. To begin, come together as
a group and stand in a circle around your table and introduce yourselves in a few
words. Then, brainstorm and agree to a team name that is inspired by your research
project; it can be serious or more playful. When you are ready, please tell me your
group name.”1

6.2. Getting started: Setting up the visual data

“Working as a team, arrange your drawings in rows at the center of the table with
the pictures on top and facing upwards from a few different viewing points (so that
some are upright from the perspective of different positions around the table). The
array of drawings in front of you will be referred to as the corpus, visual dataset, or
simply the data. Throughout this activity, we will be focusing our attention on the
drawings and not the textual statements on the reverse side.”2

6.3. Just for fun: Discovering a favorite

“Here we go! Gather in a circle around your table about an arm’s length apart
from each other. Slowly, take one step to the left so that your entire group moves
together in a clockwise direction. Continue stepping to the left until everyone in the
group has travelled full circle. While doing so gaze across the display of drawings
until you have found a favorite. Now stop and point to your favorite. Did everyone
select a different favorite or have some drawings appealed to more than one person
on your team? Take a moment to tell each other why you selected your favorite.”

6.4. Just for fun: “I spy . . . ”

“Next we will play a version of the game ‘I spy . . . ’, which is a fun way to become
more familiar with your visual data. Select a person in your group to be the spy. The
spy should scan the data and choose a drawn object that appears somewhere (and
ideally only once) in the corpus. The spy should say, ‘I spy . . . [that object]’. Other
team members should then attempt to find the object among the drawings by looking
very carefully. The first to find the object is the ‘winner’ and becomes the next spy.
Continue for three iterations of the game.”

1The leader should keep track of the team names, which can be used throughout the exercise to refer
to individual groups as needed. This naming activity is unnecessary if there are only a dozen students or
less which form a singular group.

2The (i)Square Dancing exercise focuses on the visual element of draw-and-write datasets since differ-
ent analytical techniques are needed for textual data. However, throughout the activities, participants may
consult the reverse-side caption to shed light on the drawing as required.
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6.5. The basics: Graphic space [10]

“Precise terminology is available for talking about the drawings arrayed in front
of you. Following the visual theorist, Yuri Engelhardt, we can call the front side of
the 4” by 4” pieces of white cardstock the graphic space where the drawings reside.
Do you think the drawings would be different if a smaller or larger graphic space had
been provided?”3

6.6. The basics: Composite graphic objects, sub-objects, and elementary graphic
objects [10]

“Now focus your attention upon one of the more complicated drawings in your
dataset featuring many elements that constitute the whole; according to Engelhardt,
these are composite graphic objects. A composite graphic object is made up of sev-
eral graphic sub-objects, which are the individual, smaller graphical forms. The com-
posite graphic objects contrast with far simpler, elementary graphic objects in which
the graphic space contains only one entity. In some of the activities to come, you
will be asked to focus on composite or elementary graphic objects, as well as graphic
sub-objects. Let’s practice these terms now: point to a drawing that is a composite
graphic object; assemble several of these squares together on the table. Which one
has the most graphic sub-objects? Now point to a drawing of an elementary graphic
object; assemble these together on the table, as well. What words would you use to
describe the squares that are composite graphic objects?4 What words would you use
to describe the elementary graphic objects?”5

6.7. The basics: Three sites of analysis [39]

“Visual analysis can occur at three different sites of an image. Put differently,
there are interesting stories that a researcher can tell at three points in the lifespan
of the dataset. To help orient our visual analysis today, let us describe these three
sites. First, there is the site of production, which was the 10-minute period in which

3This is the first of several open questions in the iSquare Dancing process. Many different answers are
possible and the most obvious ones are provided here. It is likely the drawings would shrink or enlarge
depending upon the size of the graphic space, since drawers tend to scale their drawing to the size and
shape of the drawing surface. The time provided to fill the graphic space would have to change as well.
The size of the graphic space and the timing are just two of the constraints that can be manipulated in any
draw-and-write research design [41].

4Often the composite graphic objects are more elaborate; they may be described as busy, complicated,
detailed, complex, intricate, extensive, or many-faceted. To borrow from Engelhardt’s [10] classification
of graphic representations, composite graphic objects are often grouping diagrams that display a visual
list of objects or characteristics.

5Often the elementary graphic objects appear simpler; they may be described as simple, spare, rudi-
mentary, uncomplicated, symbolic, or straight-forward. To borrow from Engelhardt’s [10] classification
of graphic representations, the elementary graphic objects are often pictures or symbols.
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the drawings were made by informants. Second, there is the site of the image itself,
which is captured materially in the graphic space of the white squares. The third is
the site of reception, where drawings are viewed by an audience, which is happening
right now as we are the audience. In today’s activity, our attention will be focused
upon the second site of analysis – the image itself. Before we continue in that direc-
tion, discuss among yourselves: What are some of the questions or issues at the site
of production?6 Many sites of reception are possible for this dataset; can you name
options?”7

6.8. The basics: The epistemological spectrum [37]

“All images, including the drawings you are looking at right now, are complex
representations of the world and their nature as resources for knowledge varies along
an epistemological continuum [37]. On this continuum, one end is a positivist reading
of an image and the other end is an interpretivist view. At the positivist pole, the
drawings can be seen objectively as facts to be named and counted. They have an
internal narrative; that is, a story to tell that is self-referential and does not extend
beyond the graphic space. This view would hold that the images on the table are
visual definitions or synonyms for the concept studied. On the interpretivist end of
the spectrum, the drawings are cast as reflections of visual culture at the moment of
their creation and use. This view directs attention beyond the drawings themselves to
their social construction. In fact, this perspective may place more analytical attention
on the data gathering process that generated the drawings or the social context that
surrounds them. Next, look at any single drawing. What does it mean to you? In what
ways is it interesting to you? Discuss within your group whether you have taken a
positivist or interpretivist perspective on the visual data. Is it possible to embrace
elements from both ends of the spectrum at the same time?”8

6.9. The basics: Writing versus drawing

“As you know, this research method takes the novel approach of asking people to
draw a concept. Yet it often happens that participants place words on the drawing

6Any number of methodological questions or problems may be raised at the site of production such
as: How might individuals who collected the data influence the process? Did the materials (pen, paper)
constrain or enable certain outcomes [41]? What socio-demographic aspects of the informants might
shape their responses?

7The drawings could be presented to an audience in myriad ways such as an exhibition, an online
gallery, in a journal article, in a PowerPoint presentation, or as a poster. The iSquare Research Program
has also experimented with unconventional and playful forms of dissemination such as calendars, games,
stickers, and ornaments.

8Opinions on this issue may vary. On the one hand, the positivist and interpretivist views are opposites
and cannot be simultaneously enacted. On the other hand, any study could present one perspective and
then the other as a sequence. This would represent both realities, but not at the same time. See debates on
the commensurability of paradigms [14,16,30].
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Fig. 2. A composite graphic object (left); a graphic sub-object (circled, middle); an elementary graphic
object (right).

surface. Words may caption or explain a graphic object (as shown in Fig. 2, on the
right) or words may replace graphic objects entirely (as shown in Fig. 2, on the left).
Interestingly, in one typology of graphic representations, words are considered to be
graphic objects [10]; that is, they are drawings that employ letters. Look across your
own dataset for squares that contain words on the front side. What percentage of the
corpus, in your estimation, contains words?9 How are the words used? Why do you
think participants incorporated words into their drawings?”10

6.10. The basics: Iconoclastic drawing [45]

“There has been excellent research into children’s drawings over the past
100 years. Though the drawings on the table were created by adults, theories of chil-
dren’s drawing can inform our analysis process. The iconoclastic view of drawing
partly explains the style and content of a child’s drawing. It holds that children are
not inclined to create realistic drawings that bear a close formal resemblance to the
world. Rather, they reflect iconic visual motifs within popular visual culture of their
time. For example, when drawing a mouse, children would not render a field mouse
in its native habitat, but rather Mickey Mouse as seen in a cartoon. Can you detect
naturalistic or iconoclastic qualities in the drawings on your table? Which images
are realistic? What iconic references appear?”

6.11. The basics: Retrograde drawing [45]

“It has been documented that children draw old-fashioned or retrograde versions
of things. For example, if asked to draw a car, the graphic object would resemble an
automobile design from a few decades ago. Similarly, a television might be rendered
in the shape of a box and not a contemporary flat screen version. Though the draw-
ings in front of you are by adults, they might exhibit this property. Do you notice any

9In one iSquare dataset, more than 50% of the drawings also contained words in the graphic space,
which surprised the research team.

10This suggests that the explanatory power of words runs deep in human consciousness and is experi-
enced as a complement to drawing, rather than an alternative.
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graphic objects or sub-objects that are expressed retrograde? Why might children
and adults draw this way?11 How should this tendency factor into your interpretation
of the data?”12

6.12. Analytical strategies: Deductive analysis [35]

“Next we will view the visual data through two contrasting modes of reasoning:
deductive and inductive analysis. Deductive analysis begins with a theory and then
seeks specific instances of that theory within data; it is sometimes referred to as
theory-driven or a top-down approach. To conduct deductive analysis, we must first
commit to a theory that is relevant to the concept we are studying with the draw-
and-write technique. What theories might apply? [Here the instructor should supply
a theory if students are relatively new to the field; or select one theory to work with
if students name several.] Let’s do deductive analysis with [name of theory], which
posits that [the basic tenets of the theory]. Keeping [the theory] in mind, look care-
fully at your visual data for one minute. Can you find reflections of this theory in the
drawings? [See Fig. 3 for an example of deductive visual analysis on iSquares in the
field of information science.] What might it mean if there are many expressions of
concepts associated with the theory in the corpus?13 What if you find no expressions
of the theory in the visual data whatsoever?”14

6.13. Analytical strategies: Inductive analysis [35]

“A contrasting mode of reasoning to deduction is inductive analysis, also referred
to as inductive thematic analysis or grounded theory analysis [7,9,15]. Whereas de-
duction is from the top down, inductive is from the bottom up (with the “bottom”
being the dataset). Inductive analysis proceeds by looking at the data without refer-
ence to a pre-existing theory in order to identify organically or naturally appearing
concepts expressed within the corpus. Put differently, analysts aim to let the data
speak to them. Coding is the term for recognizing and naming a concept or visual
motif in the data [7]. To implement an inductive approach right now, attempt to ban-
ish preconceived notions and look at your drawings thoughtfully and afresh. Are you

11A possible explanation is that when parents or other elders teach children how to draw they use
representations from their own bygone era.

12Due to retrograde drawing, draw-and-write datasets may over-represent visual motifs from a gener-
ation ago. This is important for researchers to realize if they attempt to investigate contemporary visual
conceptions of a phenomenon.

13The presence of many drawings that can be associated with the theory suggests that the theory is
validated in the corpus; put differently, the corpus provides a new visual expression of the theory.

14An absence of drawings that can be associated with the theory suggests that from a visual perspective,
the theory is not comprehensive or is not validated in the visual domain. In a positive light, it could be
that the corpus contains an extension or complement to the existing theory.
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Fig. 3. Deductive analysis has been applied in the iSquare Research Program, a draw-and-write study of
information from the field of information science. In this example, Buckland’s [6] framework for infor-
mation was used as a lens to examine the visual data. All of Buckland’s three types of information were
found in the visual data: information-as-knowledge (left), information-as-process (middle), and informa-
tion-as-thing (right). The iSquare study also challenged and extended Buckland’s work as conceptions of
information appeared in the visual data that did not fit within his framework.

struck by any visual motifs that are appear vividly or frequently? If so, invent a mem-
orable code to represent that idea. Spend a few minutes with your team, conducting
inductive analysis by letting the data speak to you. A next step (which we do not
have time for right now) would be to explicate and organize the codes into themes,
a conceptual framework, or a grounded theory. What codes were generated by your
group? Did you assign codes to composite graphic objects as a whole, elementary
graphic objects, or graphic sub-objects?”15

6.14. Analytical strategies: Pictorial metaphors [11]

“You may have already noticed that some drawings in the corpus are metaphors.
Metaphors are usually associated with text, but they can also be expressed in images,
which are called pictorial metaphors. Whatever the format, metaphors work by link-
ing two conceptual domains, a target domain and a source domain [28]. The target
domain is abstract, unknown, and difficult to envisage; in our study, [the concept you
asked informants to draw] is the target domain. The source domain tends to be more
concrete and lends familiar qualities to the more elusive target domain. It is expressed
as a drawing. In the iSquare study of information, for example, information was the
target domain and many source domains appeared as drawings. One common source
domain was the lightbulb; it extended the idea of ‘illumination’ to information as
shown in Fig. 3 [25]. What pictorial metaphors appear in your corpus? What qual-
ities do the source domains lend to the more elusive concept of the target domain
(which is the concept being studied through the draw-and-write technique)?”

15In the literature of visual analysis, there appears to be no formula to assign greater or lesser value
to visual motifs expressed as graphic sub-objects versus elementary or composite graphic objects. For
example, in the iSquare Research Program, the appearance of a book within a detailed drawing of a home
office registers the same as a singular book drawn freestanding in the graphic space. The contrast between
these two visual expressions of “book” can be seen in the iSquares of Fig. 2, center and right.
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Fig. 4. Many pictorial metaphors appeared in the iSquare study of information. One of the most common
source domains was the light bulb. Other popular source domains were: earth, web, tree, light bulb, box,
cloud, and fishing/mining [25]. Examples of the pictorial metaphor of light bulb are shown above.

6.15. Analytical strategies: Storytelling [27]

“It has been claimed [42] claims that visual approaches can make communicating
research more holistic and layered as images evoke stories. Do you think this is
true for our project? Could these drawings be placed into an illustrative sequence or
visual narrative that brings a new perspective to [topic]? Spend a moment looking at
the corpus with its story-telling potential in mind. When you are ready, arrange the
image(s) that constitute your tale into order and tell that story to your peers.”

6.16. Analytical strategies: Your turn

“Innumerable analytical strategies are available beyond those practiced thus far.
One handbook of visual methodologies names compositional interpretation, semi-
ology, psychoanalysis, discourse analysis, and content analysis as analytical ap-
proaches [39], among many others. Informed by your academic background, prior
research experience, or simply your imagination, can you propose other techniques
to examine and interrogate this corpus? If so, please share the rudiments with your
team and then give it a try.”

6.17. Critical reflections on the method: Defiant responses [2,31,38]

“A known problem in graphical elicitation is that some informants may not like
to draw and resist the activity in blatant or subversive ways. This may arise at the
site of creation if invited informants opt out of the activity. Unless this is recorded
in fieldnotes, such resistance leaves no trace in the dataset. Sometimes, resistant in-
formants may agree to participate in the drawing activity yet channel their defiance
into the drawing itself. Gaze across your corpus with this issue in mind. Is there any
evidence of defiance?”16

16It may or may not be possible to detect instances of defiance. Examples exist in the iSquare corpus.
In one case, an informant wrote “information cannot be drawn” in the graphic space. Elsewhere, infor-
mants left the graphic space blank, yet answered the prompts on the back side, including reasons why
information does not lend itself to graphical representation.
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6.18. Critical reflections on the method: Validity? [44]

“The draw-and-write technique has been critiqued in terms of its validity; that is,
whether the drawings truly represent the phenomenon being studied. It may be that
informants draw what is easy to draw, rather than their true visual conception of the
phenomenon under study. Look at your dataset. Are there any frequently occurring
graphic objects that may be present because they are easy to draw.17 “What are the
implications of this tendency on your research project?”

“A related matter is that many people have a favorite object or style of draw-
ing, probably learned in childhood, that they often reproduce when they draw. Any
set of drawings gathered through the draw-and-write technique could contain many
tried-and-true graphic objects that are created in this habitual mode. Examine your
squares. Do any seem well-drawn but appear to have no obvious connection to the
phenomenon being studied? Discuss these instances in your group. Could they be
favorite and unreflective ways of drawing? How can such instances be identified and
mitigated?”18

6.19. Critical reflections on the method: Reflexivity [3]

“Reflexivity is the process of self-reflection to consciously acknowledge and ex-
amine the assumptions that a researcher brings to the research process. It rests upon
the idea that none of us are detached, and objective observers and our preconcep-
tions should be recognized. Today, reflexivity is considered a necessary element of
good research. Hence, let us pause right now to consider: Do you harbor any assump-
tions or biases about [topic] that may impact your role as an analyst in this project?
Similarly, do you have any feelings about the draw-and-write technique or the popu-
lation that made the drawings? If so, share them with your team now. Then, together
discuss how such viewpoints may have shaped the construction of this dataset and
its interpretation. What can be done to acknowledge such preconceptions and their
impacts?”19

17The research team may never know why certain visual motifs appear in the graphic space. The
iSquare protocol, as currently formulated, does not provide a means to interrogate this issue. Potentially, to
mitigate the problem of drawing easy things, the instruction script could include a statement, “This is not
a drawing contest. We encourage you to draw your best genuine understanding of [concept being studied],
rather than that which is easiest to draw”. Alternatively, researchers could conduct a short interview after
collecting each drawing, thereby having an opportunity to ask the informant, “Why did you draw [x]?”

18Footnote 19 addresses the related issue of validity.
19It is generally recognized that all researchers bring preconceptions to their work, thereby shaping

research outcomes. One solution is to acknowledge such preconceptions in any writings that disseminate
the study so that readers are given an opportunity to weight the potential impact of a researcher’s personal
experience and perspective.
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6.20. Critical reflections on the method: The value of visual research [42]

“Visual research projects, like this one, are alternatives or complements to research
designs that exclusively employ words and/or numbers. Why use visual methods
rather than more standard social scientific research approaches? One champion of
visual methodologies has articulated ten benefits of using images during the research
process. Next, I will read these argument(s) slowly. As you listen, consider which
rings most true for the study at hand.” [The instructor may choose one or several of
these, depending on time and interest.]

1. Images can be used to capture the ineffable, the hard-to-put into words.
2. Images can make us pay attention to things in a new way.
3. Images are likely to be memorable.
4. Images can be used to communicate more holistically, incorporating multiple

layers and evoking stories or questions.
5. Images can enhance empathetic understanding and generalizability.
6. Through metaphor and symbol, artistic images can carry theory elegantly and

eloquently.
7. Images encourage embodied knowledge.
8. Images can be more accessible than most forms of academic discourse.
9. Images can facilitate reflexivity in research design.

10. Images provoke action for social justice.

“In the context of our study, which of these assertions ring true? How do these pos-
itive qualities manifest in our study of [topic]? What would you say in response to
critical challenge to visual methods from a long-time enthusiast of traditional quan-
titative methods?”20

7. Discussion

7.1. Evaluation

How do participants respond to iSquare Dancing and is it an effective way to learn
the rudiments of visual analysis? Student participants to-date have not been asked
their opinions. However, a spectrum of reactions have been observed in class at the
group (not individual) level. One highly engaged team followed the prompts in an
upbeat, relaxed, and almost boisterous manner, often reaching across that table si-
multaneously as if playing a game of Twister at a party. In the same session, just
across the room, a more reserved group stood quietly around their corpus sharing
comments discretely, sometimes finishing each activity early and waiting in silence

20Any of these assertions can counter a challenge to visual research designs.
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for the next question. A third group of students were prompted by the iSquare Danc-
ing activity to go off on a critical methodological tangent related to the presentation
of racial identity in the drawings. It is not possible for us to explain or control this
range of outcomes to the exercise, since group dynamics are complicated. A more ob-
jective measure of the merits of this approach may be in the papers students produce
to conclude the Visual Research Project. Most reflect competence in data analysis
and employ the techniques practiced in the (i)Square Dancing session.

7.2. Related ideas

This analytical strategy reflects broad trends within the social sciences today.
Given that participants and drawings are in motion throughout, it qualifies as embod-
ied learning [5,33,34,40]. The principles of embodied learning affirm the body as a
tool for knowledge construction, validate the social nature of learning, and recognize
the importance of emotional involvement. Furthermore, (i)Square Dancing shifts the
analytical process of a research project from an individual and mental mode to a so-
cial and expressive event. It therefore aligns with the idea of research as a cultural
performance. Indeed, the spontaneous presentations during “Select a favorite” and
“Storytelling” resemble improvisational theater.

7.3. (i)Square Dancing beyond the classroom

Though (i)Square Dancing was conceived for students, seasoned visual re-
searchers might try it to gain new insights on their visual data. By temporarily placing
any singular or preferred analytical strategy aside, researchers may be surprised how
ideas such as “Iconoclastic drawing” or “Storytelling” disrupt, enlarge, and stimu-
late their own thinking. Nowadays, research teams can be highly interdisciplinary
and enacting (i)Square Dancing together could contribute to shared understanding
at the crucial point of data analysis. On such teams, the activity entitled “Analytical
strategies: Your turn” creates an opportunity for each participant to share an analyt-
ical lens native to their field, thereby building understanding among collaborators
and opening up novel views. It is even conceivable that research subjects – the orig-
inal drawers – can be invited to join the circle, lending a unique perspective and
validating or challenging the researchers’ interpretations.21

21The involvement of informants as ‘analyzers’ of their own data alongside the researcher is an uncom-
mon feature in the research design of qualitative inquiry. Usually to indicate the trustworthiness of data,
“member-checking,” a process whereby informants review their interview transcript(s) and/or interpreted
data, is used [29]. This technique, however, has limitations [26,32] and often fails to acknowledge infor-
mants as “agentive, responsible theorists of their own experience” [29, p. 34]. By including informants in
(i)Square Dancing, a dynamic and effective co-construction of knowledge can take place.
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8. Conclusion

As visual and creative methods take their place alongside conventional research
designs, more and more draw-and-write studies are arising. Given its broad appli-
cability to many research questions and relative simplicity, this method has proven
fruitful in the classroom. Using the assignment instructions for a Visual Research
Project and the (i)Square Protocol (both available with this article), an instructor
can help students implement a draw-and-write study. While the data-gathering stage
of such a project is straight-forward, the visual analysis of the resulting corpus of
drawings is often challenging. In response, this paper has introduced a dynamic, col-
laborative, dialogic, step-wise process-coined (i)Square Dancing-to initiate students
and other explorers into visual analysis. Working in teams and guided by spoken
instructions, students organize and play with their visual data before applying ana-
lytical lenses from multiple disciplines-almost like speed-dating ideas. On their feet
and in conversation with peers, participants experience new perspectives on the vi-
sual domain while having fun. The (i)Square dancing approach is also a product of
its time, which celebrates embodied, performative, polysemic means of discovery
and knowing.
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